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Lottery replaces
Convo camping
staff writer

realize sophomores, juniors and
seniors still sign up ahead of them,
regardless of their place in line or
their sign-up number.

The office of Residence Housing
will implement a new system ol
room selection this spring
eliminating "camping out" at the
Convocation center.

Using the new system, students
will still be competing with class
members, but students will not have
to be inconvenienced for several
days before they find that out.

"We will be initiating a system of
random number distribution," said
Cheryl Gray, associate director of
residence housing. "This way it will
be more fair to students and I think
it will eliminate a lot of false perceptions of students."

The new system is being implemented because the old system
was inconvenient to students and
campus officials were concerned
about student safety at the Convocation Center, Gray said.

BY PAT PLUMMER

However, the new system is not a
lottery, she said.
The new system will only affect
those students who plan to change
buildings, not those who will be
keeping the same room or those who
wish to change rooms in their present dorm. Students who wish tc
stay in their present dorms will sign
up for rooms as always.
Every student involved in campus
housing will automatically be assigned a number at random. That
number will be a part of the housing
information package sent to students
in the mail before spring sign-ups.
Only those wishing to change dorms
will need to use their numbers.
In the past few years, students
wishing to change dorms have
camped out at the Convocation
Center for days in order to get high
sign-up numbers.
Before distribution numbers were
assigned at the Convocation Center,
this process was held at GraftonStovall Theatre and students camped
outside.
Gray said many students had false
ideas that they would get into the
dorm they wanted simply because
they were near the front of the line.
She said many freshmen didn't

Be
mine

"A lot of different problems
resulted from distributing the
numbers the old way," she said. "If
I were a student I would resent the
fact that I would have to camp out in
order to get the room that I
wanted."
She said students miss classes and
work, and spend a great deal of time
walking back and forth from the
Convocation Center.
Gray said the system is not a
relatively new idea. "It's been an
idea which this office has had worked over and considered. We've been
waiting for feedback from students.
We feel that student feedback has
come to us on this point. It's been
greeted very positively.
"Right now students see it as a
much more fair way of getting housing."
Gray said at this point the housing
office does not forsee any problems
with the new system, but "this really
is a trial year."
"We'll have to go through it once
to find out. We will really take a
strong look on how it goes," she
said.
Spring housing sign-ups will be
held April 22-24 for all halls except
Chandler. Sign-ups for Chandler
Hall are held the week before.

Couples in Harrisonburg and JMU
tell how they met.
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WaflU'-I Hill
From $148.00 hotel on the
"strip" Include*:
7 nights lodging; 6 teach
days
Daily parts*
Special Happy Hours
U m it ed space
CaU now for more Information
Rk*y Wlngen 7481
Anna Wafcer• 7153
Kbit Gibson 5748
Mtcheei Parker- 53B7
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
afiwioridfjyLUV TOURS
Trip to Kay Wast
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-You don't hew to be a lane"
We care about you We know you ara
facing perhaps the greatest personal
crisis of your Hie You don't hew* to
'ace It atone.
Assistance to pregnant women
throughout pregnancy. Information
on abortion, pregnancy and alter
nathwe.
ALL SERVICES ARE FREE AND CON
F1DENT1AL
252 East Wolfe Street
434-7528
Tue. 12-Spm
Frl. 9-6
Thurs. 12-Spm
Sat. 9-12 noon
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National Bohemian Beer6pk
Busch & Natural Lite Beer 12pk
Coors Beerreg/lite 12pk
Budwelser Beer reg/lite 12pk
Miller Beer reg/lite12pk
Olympla Beer reg/lite I2pk
Strohs Beer reg/lite 12pk
Molson golden, ale, beer 6pk
Moosehead Beer 6pk
Scott Towels
Jumbo roll
Morton Frozen Dinners 11oz. pk
Starkist Tuna 6.5 oz.

$1.39
$4.39
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99
$3.29
$3.29
.66c
89c
.69c
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ROTC program offers students training, benefits
By Owen Farias

managing editor

At least 235 students are enrolled in ROTC
classes this year, the most in the program's 10-year
history.
Enrollment in JMU's Reserve Officers' Training
Corps progam has increased ninefold since 26
students participated in 1975.
Students cited money, job security and a commission as the benefits of participating in the program.
"Tuition is paid for and you have a job when
you get out," said sophomore Mark Millen, recipient of a four-year scholarship here.
About one-third of the JMU participants receive
scholarships while in the program, said Col. David
McKee, military science department head.
Also, ROTC students in their junior and senior
years receive a $100 allowance each month.
This year 31 students have two-year scholarships, 24 have three-year scholarships and 14 have
four-year scholarships.
The scholarships cover tuition, all required fees
and book allowances. They are awarded on the
basis of test scores and leadership evaluation and
are being aimed at students with technical skills
and backgrounds in chemistry, biology, nursing
and engineering, said Capt. Christopher Kentch.
In today's high-tech society "everything is high
speed, a lot of computers, things go fast," he said.
"You need people who can keep up with that."
Besides financial aid, the ROTC program also
promises a job right after graduation — in the Army — and the rank of second lieutenant.
"By completing the requirements, you know
you will be an officer when you graduate," said
senior Tim Buennemeyer.
To contract with the Army, students must complete four required courses by their junior year or
go to a basic training camp between their
sophomore and junior years, McKee said.
Molly McNerney said she likes the preparation a
student gets through the ROTC program. "The
dasaw are good. The training is practical. It's
good. It's secure," she said. "When you get out,
you've got a job."
After graduation, the officers enter the Army.
About 90 percent of the graduates usually go into
the regular Army. The other 10 percent are eligible
to hold civilian jobs while on call.

This year only 65 to 70 percent will enter the active Army. Even though college demand is increasing, the size of the army remains the same, McKee
said.
Cynthia Watkins said she wants to enter the Army because she thinks it is "a good way to get experience before entering the business world.
"You learn about discipline and leadership ability. You get physically in shape," she said. "You
learn what it's like to follow people, to follow
orders."
She said she's glad she chose to participate in the
ROTC program. "If I were a senior in high school,
I would do it again."
Students interested in the ROTC program do not
have to take mental exams but must pass physical
tests and leadership evaluations, McKee said.
Students are not committed to the Army until
their junior year unless they receive a scholarship.
Students on four-year scholarships have a year
to decide if they want to remain with the program.
After two years the students are committed,
McKee said.
The freshman and sophomore years are an
orientation period. "We tell the student, 'You
come take a look at us and we'll get a chance to
look at you and see how you do,' " he said.
In the junior and senior years, emphasis is placed on the skills needed by a commissioned officer..
"By that time, you should know what the ROTC
program is all about and we should know if you
have the potential to be commissioned in two
years."
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Buennemeyer said he entered the program
through that route. "I took some of the classes,
got interested in the program and before I knew it I
was in." he said. "It just really grew on me.
Things have pretty much gone my way."
He now has a three-year scholarship add is a
batallion commander.
Freshman John Balda also supports the program. "There is a lot more hands-on training. I go
to classes on Thursday with about 40 other people
relatively like me. It's fun and you learn stuff in
there," he said.
"Granted, you won't use repelling in civilian
life, but it gives you basic confidence in yourself
and it shows you how to be a good, effective leader
— and to have a good time while you're learning
k."

By Kyra Scarton
staff writer

New grade
requirement
for business
dosses set

AVID *LL-mistier'

A 2.1 quality point average
will be required of all prebusiness majors registering for
200 level business classes, the
associate dean of the school of
business said.
Dr. Paul Kippa said this
policy will go into effect during April registration.
The new requirement will
apply only to students who
entered JMU in the fall of
1984. "Students already in the
business program prior to
June will not be affected," he
said.
Kipps said these students
were told about the policy during orientation and have
received literature about it.
The requirement also is includ-

ed in the 1984-85 general
catalog.
"We don't do them a service if we let them, into a
course before they're ready,"
he said. "They end up sliding
back further."
Between 500 and 550
freshmen were registered in
pre-business at the beginning
of February, he said. The
number will change before
registration because many
students will get new advisers.
Some students who are
undecided about their majors
may select business.
A student is not admitted into his specific degree program
in the business school until his
junior year, he said.
Several freshmen said they
favored the new policy.
"It's probably a good incen-

tive," said Kathleen Kelley,
whose major is undecided.
The school will then get the
students who "really warn to
do business," she said.
Pre-business major Paul
Winters said the new policy is
good because "there were too
many people trying to get in
(the classes)."
John Neebe said the requirement will separate the people
"because business is basically
a competitive field."
Neebe is undeclared but is
leaning toward pre-business.
Sharon Richardson said she
was not aware of the new
policy. She is a pre-business
major.
"They'll be more competition to get into the higher level
business courses," she said.
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Campus construction
projects discussed
Preliminary plans for the fine arts
building, two additional Greek housing units and the renovation of
Keezell Hall were discussed at a
Planning and Development Commission meeting Tuesday.
The new fine arts building will
be for music classrooms, faculty offices and a 200-person auditorium.
The cost of the building will be
about $6.9 million.
Music faculty with offices in Duke
Fine Arts Center or off campus will
be re-assigned to the new building,
said Dr. Harold McGee, administrative vice president.
The building probably will be
located between Main Street and
Spots wood Hall on Alumnae Road,
with its back facing Duke Fine Arts
Center.
The plan is a traditional design,
with a bluestone facade and red-tile
roof.
Several designs were considered,
said William Merck, vice president
for business affairs.
"It (the traditional look) is not
very imaginative, but I think it's
what we want."
The building, a two-year project,
could be started in January 1986 and
completed by January 1988.
The two Greek housing units,

which could open as early as Fall
1986, will cost about $2.1 million.
The additions will be financed by
revenue bond issues, which is money
borrowed from the state.
They would be be built at the end
of Greek Row at the WVPT entrance
to the university. A stoplight may be
installed at the intersection and the
walkways may be re-worked, McGee
said.
Each would house 32 people. Current Greek units house 28.
The renovation of Keezell Hall
will add classrooms and more faculty offices to the bulling.
The project was allocated
$600,000 from the General Assembly
as a general fund outlay.
Virginia Go v. Charles Robb's proposed state budget includes a request
for an additional $630,000 for
Keezell Hall, the most construction
money from the general fund for any
college or university in die state.
The original pool area of the
building will be converted into
' elevated classrooms with tiered
seating, McGee said.
If all goes as planned, construction could begin in June 198S. This is
at least a year project, McGee said,
and faculty will be relocated during
construction.

AGAIN!!
The Breeze is having trouble
with its typesetting equipment
.-5>
Therefore, there will be
no sports section today.
We hope to be back
to normal by Monday.
Thank you.

Riverside
Restaurant

NEWS RELEASE
ASSIGNMENTS TO RESERVE COMPONENTS ARE
NOW GUARANTEED
Students who want to serve their country as Army of leers and go directly Into
the business world upon graduation can now do both through the Guaranteed
Reserve Forces Duty option, according to Lieutenant Colonel McKee, Professor
of Military Science at James Madison University.
Until this year, ROTC students wars Disced In either the active Army or a
Reserve Component based on the needs of the Army.
"I know there ars students here at James Madison University who hsve not
considered ROTC because they ars not interested In the possibility of active duty
right after school. This obstacle hss now been removed and should open ROTC to
more students."
With a Guaranteed Reserve Forces Duty option, the ROTC student will know
that upon graduation and commissioning the beet of both worlds Is waiting.
As s college graduate, he or she will be ready to move Into the civilian Job
market. And as s commissioned officer, duty awaits In either the Army National
Guard or the Army Reserve.
"At one time, an assignment to s Reserve Component may have been considered less desirable," said Lt. Cotones McKee, "but that Is certainly no longer
the case. Reserve Component units ars playing an ever increasingly important
role In the Total Army".
"The benefits students gain from ROTC Include leadership training whlck
ranks high with most of thoss who choose to enter our course." Lt. Colonel
McKee stated. "They sss ROTC ss offering them extras which count wit personnel managers considering them for employment," he said, 'snd people In the personnel business seem to confirm this is ths case."
"I would like to talk about ROTC opportunities with students who want to
serve with ths Reserve Components snd understand the important work that this
Involves," Lt. Colonel McKee continued. "If they're sophomores who want to
onroll In their junior years," hs stated, "I'd like them to consider attending our sixweek Basic Camp next summer."
Basic Camp, according to Lt. Colonel McKee, Is held esch summer at Ft.
Knox, KY. Students have their transportation paid to and from the camp and
receive around $870 for attendIng, plus their room snd board. If they successfully
complete ths camp, they are eligible to enroll In the ROTC Advanced Camp In
:helr junior years.
Mora Information on service ss an officer In the Reserve Components snd on
Basic Camp is available from Captain Chrlstoper Kentch, Stad Bldg., Room F205,
ph. 568-6355, 85 MWF.

Riverside Restaurant on Ri. 259 West
of Broadway is the genuine country
restaurant you've been looking for. Spicy
Southern Chili, Homemade Cornbreed,
snd Rich Vegetable Soup are all
specialties of ours. Naturally, our
Southem Fried Chicken is excellent, and
we serve a generous country breakfast for
under $3.00. Try ui, you'll be •mazed'
Located across from Broadway High
School

•96-7513

Across

434-2455
MOUIAHO

Jowmonf

_ _

from JMU

RESTAURANT

_

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PANCAKES
With Hot Syrup & Whipped Butter

$1.99
Served 24 Hours a Dav

TIM

Promotions
of faculty
announced

Nostrandt, English.
And Dr. Raymond Prince,
economics; Dr. Charles Runyan,
speech pathology/audiology; Rebecca Svenson, art; Dr. H R. Travis,
physical/health education; Dr.
Charles Turner, communication
arts; and Dr. Carl Weaver, accounting/finance.
Being promoted from assistant
professor to associate professor are:
Richard Bamet, music; Dr. A. Jerry
Benson, psychology; Dr. Robert
Bersson, art; Dr. Henry Bowers III,
educational resources; Dr. William
Boyer,
sociology/anthropology/social work; Dr. Cynthia Eby, English; and Dr. David
Holt, management/marketing.

The promotions of 36 JMU faculty members will take effect in
September.
Nineteen faculty members will be
promoted to full professor, 14 to
associate professor and three to
assistant professor.
Being promoted from associate
professor to professor are: Dr.
Virginia Andreoli Mathie,
psychology department; Dr. Thomas
Bertsch, management/marketing;
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, biology; Dr.
Dorothy Boyd-Rush, history; Dr.
John M. Cryder, music; and Dr.
Faramarz Damanpour, accounting/finance.

Also Dr. William Kimsey, communication arts; Diane Langhorst,
sociology/an thropuiogy/ social
work; Gordon Milfcr, libraries/learning resources; Dr. Eileen Nelson,
psychology; Dr. Jack Presbury,
psychology; Dr. Vardaman Smith,
economics; and Dr.,Stanley Ulanski,
geology/geography.

Also, Dr. Rex Fuller, communication arts; Dr. Anne Gabbard-Alley,
communication arts; Dr. Robert
Geary, English; Dr. Roger Hall,
communication arts; Dr. Donald
Krober, information/decision
sciences; Dr. Esther Minskoff,
elementary/early education/special
education; and Dr. Jeanne

Being promoted from instructor
to assistant professor are Vicky
Berne king, music; Linda Farquh arson, music; and Colleen Richards,
libraries/learning resources.
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Convocation Center
may be given name
The Convocation Center may
soon be named.
University President Ronald
Carrier suggested giving the
building a temporary name that
would identify it with the school.
The Planning and Development Commission Tuesday
discussed the name "JMU Hall."
Some members of the commission liked the name because it is
short and identifies the college.
Others said they thought
"Hall" sounds like an academic
building or that it is dull.
A sub-committee, chaired by
Dr. Ray Sonner, will discuss
other possible names and make a
recommendation to the commission at its next meeting.
Dr. Harold McGee, administrative vice president, said
they are considering changing the
generic term because "We're not
getting any benefit of recognition" with the current name.
The Board of Visitors could
propose a permanent name for
the Convocation Center when
they have a suggestion, McGee
said.

A bat?
A bat interrupted the showing of the movie "Racial With
The Moon" in GraftonStovall Theatre Feb. 6.
The 7 p.m. show was stopped temporarily and the bat
hid in the ceiling while the
house rights were on but
started flying again when the
film continued.
Some viewers enjoyed the
added entertainment feature
of the bat's flickering shadow
on the screen, while others
covered themselves with hats
and coats whenever the hat
flew near them.
Before the 9:30 show, movie
committee chairman Greg
Newman said the bat was seen
and removed before the movie
"The King and I" a week ago.
"It must have gotten in again
some way," he said.
The 87 people at the second
showing were told about the
bat but none turned away. The
bat re-appeared about 23
minutes into the movie.
The bat was then trapped in
the lobby and let out the front

$1^
HAIRSTYLING
u

VALENTINE SPECIAL
FEBRUARY 14-16

Heartfelt Advice
For Valentine's Day here's a suggestion straight from
the heart. Bring your heartthrob to Heritage Family
Restaurant for a hearty meal in a heartwarming setting.
From appetizers to desserts, you'll love our carefully
prepared homestyle foods, served by friendly, efficient
staff who will do everything they can to make your visit
a memorable occasion. Show your valentine you careby treating the one you love to food you'll love at the
Heritage.

Breakfast Served 6:00 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
Lunch & Dinner Served 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
All You Can Eat-Braakfast Buffet Sat. 7:30 a.m-10:45 a.m.
Closed Sunday

Where hve for cooking it a natural ingredient

14% OFF 14%
ALL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
AND RETAIL PRODUCTS

CALL 433-8600
SHELLEY MULLEN, LOIS KISER, ELAINE SHENK

For Under $100.00
Roundtrip
Fort Lauderdale and Springbreak
Can Go Together with Trailways!
A Trailways bus will leave Godwin Hall Friday, March 8th, at
5:00 p.m. and will arrive at Fort Lauderdale around 12:00 p.m.
the next day.
Only 1 bus with the capacity of 46 is available, so get
together with your friends, sorority sisters, fraternity brothers
and sign up TODAYI
Offer valid only on the condition of ample response.

Call 434-0004 tor further details

TraUways

"-—
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LG REG CRUST PIZZA

$2

OFF

$1

f_ Diamond rings%
Vy In 14k Golct
From $35.00
WE BUY, SELL AND
TRADE JEWELRY
434-1074

PREPARE NOW FOR
YOUR FUTURE
WE HAVE THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS TO OFFER
TEACHING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AND
ACQUIRING BUSINESS
INDUSTRY SKILLS

1 TOPPING OR MORE
EXP. 2-56-85

MED DEEP PAN PIZZA

OFF

nl imation eon,'d^nha »
olcou'se n needed vou ma* call coilec'
Hage-stow> Aep<oduCi"ri
naait* Sendees
Hage'siown MD
•? J 2400

1 TOPPING OB MORE
EXP. 2-28-85

on Court Square

■

We Off*1 ' "
•!!•'
abo'ion services becaise
we bP'ie>9 trtB' a wontan
Iac*d wiin an un.nlended

LG DEEP PAN PIZZA

$3

SOT*

mpfei

W»
Harrison
ANTIQUES

lances
9« i ■

433-0606

*"■

1 TOPPING OR MORE
EXP. 2-28-85

INTERESTED in one of these areas?
Business Education
Industrial Education
Home Economics Education
Marketing Education
CALL
Dr. Z.S. Dickerson X6814
STOP BY:
110 Maury Hall
Paid for by Students in DECA, VICA, PBL, HEED, and NCAS

ys it s.

VALLEY SPORTS CENTER

■>

Our 25th Birthday Vt Price
Sale
Storewide Reductions
0w 50% or More s0o
1

-

ft6°

Athletic Shoes- All Types
Racketball Rackets- Balls
Men's and Women's Swim suits
Softball Gloves- Bat
Tennis Rackets- Clothing
Warm-up Suits
Exercise Equipment
Ski Jackets- Bibs

H'burg

Dinner for Two
Valentine Special

VICTORS
Dining room op*n$ »t5 p.m

ThurtdMy's Dinner Special
$19.95
Choice Of Prime Rib, Delmonlco Steak,
Veal Marsala, or Beckfln Crabcakee. Inelude soup and salad bar, potato and
vegetable.

c

o
"3^
^fitp..
^_

Tftmader'a Fmt **»!•

*
<£

waat Side Story
Hovte begin* at 9 pm.

^0tj£°
Su

Tan
434-1

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL!

•

Entire Stock (Limited Quantities) At least 50%
OH
Sale Starts Thursday Feb. 14, 9a.m.
At Our 107 E. Water Street Store Only
Downtown Harrisonburg
25 Years of Serving JMU
434-6580

10 visits $20, 20 visits $35 "
\Only UVB ray will protect against SUNBURN
Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available
Both UVA rays and UVB rays

LAUDERDALE

THE ISLANDS
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SPECIAL THOUGHTS of Gary Browning
this February l4th...JMU's Moat
Available Valentine) Nice-looking, great
personality, outgoing and sincere. -What
a CATCH I You are the prince In my fairy
tale...An Observant Valentine.
Slave W: Happy Valentine's Day,
sweetheart. This makes two now, huh?
Thanks for the past 13 months) I love you
very much, and I can't wait to see you
tomorrow) All my love, Undo.
Dormy Happy Valentine's Day - cheer up)
Love, your KS little sister.
"JEFFREY POMPEOc Have a wonderful
Valentine's Day...and remember that I
love you, now and forever. Wish I could
be there with you 11 Love, LISA."
Scott, Happy Valentine's Day) Next party
I'm pouring I Love, Leslie.
Deer Dave (Self), You make Business Law
bearable. Use (McQrawl
Eddie • Can't wall till this fall)
Remember, never Invite your neighbors
In unless they bring their friend) Love ys,
Ramona.
Keith Turner, you are being scoped I 'Real
World' la great.
'
Megfto you'll always be my
sweetheart - Love, Jeff.
M.O. Looking forward to spending the
weekend with you and your family. E.U.G.
Gregg, John, and Doug Roees are Red,
Violets are Blue, You're the Greatest, We
love you. Happy Valentine's Dayl Love,
your three little slaters.
. You are terrific. I should know. Hope
you'll be my valentine because I "lob"
you.TA.
KsNy W., Laurie A, Joy Bath I love you
guys! Us.
Chuckles You fill my life with love and
happiness. My heart belongs to you. Be
mine forever?! Qlrlle.
LAT (S-head) The paat 3 months have
bean great (most of the time) Hope we
can celebrate later. Love, BL
Hummy Beer I wlah you the Happiest
Valsntlne'a Day everl I love you! Jas I do Brown Eyes.
Bill We have something special... each
other. Love you, Suzanne.
Chris Lannom Happy Valentine's Dsyl
Love, Your Big Sister.
To my dsarsst Chris I can't help Itt You
DO have the softest hair, the biggest blue
eyes, the most dollolouo dps, and the
brightest smile IVe ever seen! rm so glad
you came Into my lie! Happy Valentine's
Dayl My love, Rick. PS. Love those soft,
creamy shoulosrs!
BrswsiasX You are such a warm loving
person. No wonder you were bom on
Vslentlne'B Day! Love, Notts.
love you! You're my punkln
face forever! Kate.
Chris Canellae What's the problem?
You're all I need! Happy Valentlne'a Day!
I love you 11 Tool.
To my f avertts valentine, Squiggly Happy
Valentlne'a Dayl Love, Goofy.
MLMON Happy Valentino's Dayl Thanks
for all the greet limes together. You're
the best. LAWOO.

Doo JMU |ust Isn't ths same without you
by my side. You're everything I've ever
wanted and I miss you more esch day.
Till dssth do us part, WOJB ■ Sen moo.
Bruce Thank you for ths best three months of my lifsl Happy Valentine's Day
sweetie! All my love, Jennifer (penguin
head).
Baby Ws have so much together even
while we're spsrt. Hsvs s nlcs
Valentine's • always remember I love you
so... Msuzy.
M JO (Buddy) Remember when we met? I
h ave had my eyes o n you ever sines. Happy Valentine's Day. I love you, DEJ.
Wetbacker If you only knew... or do you
already ? XOXO.
Honey You have my heart today and
every day. Mel.
Jefferson, Fl, Yobdren, Qulmle, Models,
and the Betty Happy Valentine's Dayl We
love you guys, The Three Mistress Huffers.
Pineapples, Baby Doles, and Pledgee
Hsppy VDIII Lots of Love, Ungulnl.
Ptokta Happy Valentine's Day to you and
your Big Wadl Thanks for putting up with
us! Love, Annie end Selena.
The "Windy Crty" Girl You've made the
last four months the greatest. You're very
special to me. Love ys. Toll.
KEO You snarfed my heart. Now what?
Lot's keep 'em guessing! Hsppy Valentlne's Pay.
Poo Poo Head Happy V-day. I still love
you "this much" (well pretty close) and
always will. Your Lovte Dovte. P.S. I could
be singing and dancing for you any day
now!
SoorwoH, 0, end Ratt Enjoy your VD tool
Love, Dyke.
Louanns Happy Valentine's Day! Sorry,
It's only mo; but, than* for trying to let
mS/doTrrTossy. LovsySllry Boy.
It couldn't feel more right. I love you
and I'm yours. Happy Valentlne'a Day,
Babe. Forever, Jackie.
Mary Jo I'm crazy about ya. Thanks for
being fun, kind, and most of all, my
friend. And to think people wonder why
I'm always smiling I P.P.
JR Together forever! You're the meaning
in my life, you're the Inspiration... I love
yog Love, JR
WlHy I love you so much, you make M all
worthwhile All my love forever. Love,
Jsybsau.

j&

Meow Somebunny luvs you. Thst
somebunny Is me, and another who's
with my bunny (go look)! Hsppy Valentine's Day! Elwer.
WSSLHA Happy Valentine's Day. Don't
worry about the cards and candy. Just
kiss me! The Praz.
To ths REAL BM I wonder If you realize
how much you mean to me. THIS MANY)
Guess what? I still got butterflies! Love,
me!
Tory Basically you're beautiful, but mostly hot! Happy VD.Poter.
Karon Kearney Bo my valentine...
Pleassl? Paranoid.
Mfco 0. Happy Valentlne'a Dayl I still
can't believe my good fortune In having
mat you, and even though we canl be
together today, I Just think of Pom's Landing, The 4th of Jury, Charley's,
Klngawood. Atlantic Ctty, and all those
lots nights with David Letterman, and I
Just have to smile. I love you and miss
you very much. Andrea.
Tony Lai You'rs right! Twenty-five's not
too oldl ALP.
Metynda and Margaret Thanks for saving
met Because of you both my sanity has
returned (almost).

Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie To the
happiest dancer I know. Ksep smiling! I
can't wait for dinner tonight! Baby.
Nsl Just in case you didn't know ■ I love
you! Colleen.
To: Ling, Fifl, MTM, Leaf, Wanderer,
Sprout, Piggy, Pecker, Joyous, Twinkle,
Annie's Tracers, and Holms - Hsppy
Valentine's Day. Much love, Snort
MJS I love you! Happy Valentine's Day.
Your Woofer.
JD, Snu, and DC Roses are rsd, M and
M's sre green, Plesss tell us. Do you
moan or scream? Quesa who?
DBK Didn't mean to be northern olrl rude.
Let's self disclose sometime. Friends?
Hsppy V-day! Kat.
Chsz Thanks for being a spscisl part of
my life. I love you! Happy Valentlne'a Day
- Always and forever, Lisa.
Scott These last 5 months have meant a
lot to me, you're a really special guy.
Hsppy Valentine's Day, cut is. I love you!!
Cyndle.
Hsppy Valentlne'a to Hermes, the Greek
god In the Shuffle!
Mke Lsffoy - Ssw you st JM'a. Happy
Hour this Friday?
V. Baptlat • No words can even begin to
express how much I love you.... You've
brought mooning to my life and you'rs
my Inspiration. I'll bo with you forever.
Love, Cheryl.
Puppy Dog Eyes - Never forget how
much I like you as well ss how much I
love you. - Ma
Four Hoodlums: H sppy Valentine's Dayl I
L0V0.JK.
Swen|nik - Here ia another strange
American custom -1 love you!
Krletl, Thanks for being my best friend!
Mtchoto.
Robert - You're my inspiration! I love you
very much! Mlcholo.
Sweetheart, I love you more every day
DJ. Canl wait til you open your Velsntlne'a surprise) Love always, Your Buddy.
J.B. • Convo, Grand Central, Florida! I
love you Bon I
Kappa. Sigma Starduatera - The brothers
of kappa Sigma wish all of you a Happy
Valentlne'a Day!
Davis -1 love you! You're my punkln face
forever! Kate
Sigma PI Little Slaters and Pledgee Happy Valentine's Day. The Brothers
HAJ Thanks for being there loving me!
Happy Valentine's Day. Love always,
Todd.
JWD If vou'll be my Valentine, I'd love to
make another romantic dinner for two.
What do ya say? NJM.
Hsppy Valentlne'a Day to my favorite
girls at McGraw-Long (3rd floor) and
Marie at Wine Price. Love ya. Robert.
Brad Sou lea Hsvs you guessed yet? Hap
py Valentlne'a Dsyl Ma
Ossnda, Gertrude, end Gorgeous Hsppy
Valentine's Day, "Suitlssl". Love,
Gladys.
Dave I love you always and forever, from
your Honseey st USC, Love ys, Pat.
Parker Pertdns Hsppy Valentine's Day!
Love, Your KS Big Sister.
To John L In Hoffman I swear that I
could sss forever In your eyes...
To the beet looking guy In ROTC I still
think you'rs Incredible! Happy
Valentine's Day, Chris Hlckey. From someone who's too shy to toll you In person.
.
Key, Helen, A Janes You light up JMU a
the SGA E.C. Hsppy Valentine's Day, Dan
& Phil.

Herbl Says: I know two girls who are going to regret life very soon I -Queek.
Bobby Slpka - Hsppy Valentine's Day. I
love you - Krlstlns.
Gloria the great - Here's to laughing, lifting weights, no more nights without
dates - "just pitiful;" Happy Valentine's
Dsyl Love, NAHWOC.
Cars Bear - Spoil me on Valentine's Day!
I love you - Shelly.
Wanda Happy Valentine's Day and 1 year
1 month anniversary. Bill.
Scott, Happy Valentino's Day!
Remember you rolled "odds." Love,
Trlsh.
SM - Sorry about ths accident, but hope
you've been saving your pennies for the
experiment! Hsppy Valentine's Day!
"The Conservative."
PatH, Laurie, Tracy, Becky and Terr! Here's to more plzzss, nachos,
"surprlas" parties, "stsnky" phono calls,
mal-tals, and write-ups You sll sre atrip!
Happy Valentine's Day from your 6th
sultsmsts.
Senrlf - Thanks for being you, and thanks
even more for being mine! Your dingdong blonde girlfriend loves you. Hsppy
Valentine's Deyl
Happy V-Day to LXA's No. 1 Big Bird.
Love, Your Flock.
Amy Ballard, Thanks for being such s
good friend) Ann.
Hugh, Happy Valentine's Dayl Patience
and hints have their rewards. This yssr
has been beautiful) Whole Bunches, the
Bunny!
Precious • I love you - now end forever.
Yours!
■'
SIN, With sll ths dedication and Joy that
comes with sharing yourself with so
meone, I love you - 4.
Christopher Robin: Remember psst
times. Think of Joumiee yet to begin. Win
fabulous trips Smile, smile, smile. I love
you.
LLBECK, Thanks for stealing my casual
heart! HEEEHA. RAWHIDE
BM, It's been a fantastic six months! Little w., this one Is def inately for us! I love
you! Alyson.
Cyndle these last 5 months have been
the beat of my life. I'll love you forever.
Scott.
To someone very special, Happy Valentine's Dsy Kelly. Best Wishes, Greg.
Gooba Hey you nut, my back needs to be
crocked. Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you. XOXO. Know what I mean. Vem.
Can't toll you how glad I am that
you like to ski. Happy Valentine's Day.
Your Klutz.
V Let's find nearest "molar Ice cap" and
"floss" ths day away. Son of Dentist.
LEO Thanks for some wonderful times.
Happy Valentine's Day. Gregg.
"Susan Michel - Hsppy Valentine's Day,
Just wanted to let you know I'm here
when you need mo. Sizzling Love, Vines."
Vtafd - Hsppy Valentines Eventhough
ws'rs both busy I'm looking forward to SO
and the formal. Mucho llebe, Average
Guy.
_ a, I love you. Our day will come.
Love, Doug.

r
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Arts & People
HOW WE MET'
Local radio station and mail sponsor contest
By Alison Colby
assistant features editor

.
:

He was a student at a school in Lexington.
She was a member of another school's track
team. Her event was the hurdles.
The race started. She tripped over a hurdle
and fell on the track. Her shorts tore, revealing underwear with black hearts.
He helped her up, asked her name and
wiped the cinders off of her.
She did not see him again until he moved
to Harrisonburg about a year later when they
saw each other at Valley Mall. He approached
her and her mother and said, "I remember
you, the girl with the pink underwear."
Six years later, they are married and have a
son. She still has her pink underwear with the
black hearts.
Although this might not be the typical way
to meet a future mate, it is the type of anecdote that may win WQPO/QlOl-FM's and
Valley Mall's "How We Met" contest.
Q101, a local radio station that plays
primarily adult contemporary music, is sponsoring the contest along with Valley Mall.
The station's goal for the contest is "to increase listenership for the station by having
something that's interesting," said Brian
Charette, QlOl's program director.
According to mall official Cathy Hensley,
Valley Mall's goal in co-sponsoring the contest was to make sure QlOl's listeners
• a Seiko watch from the Diamond Corner.
remember that Valentine's Day was ap•
a professional makeover and facial from
proaching.
Merle Norman.
She added that this was important because
• a floral arrangement, a corsage and a
Valentine's Day is the third largest gift-giving
boutonniere from the Gazebo.
holiday — following Christmas and Mother's
• $29 box of candy from Wythe Candies.
Day.
.
• two $100 mall certificates — each winner
The contest aims to determine the most
will receive one.
humorous and the most romantic meeting of
"true loves" from submissions received by
Judging from address only, Charette said
the station, said Charette.
the
station received at least 40 submissions
To be eligible for the contest, all entries
from
JMU students. But he said it is impossihad to be dropped in entry boxes at various
ble
to
tell exactly how many students entered
Valley Mall stores or mailed to the station on
because
entrants were not asked if they are
or before Feb. 9.
students.
The winning entries will be read on the air
Entry forms were available in 14 Valley
today. Some entries have been read
Mall stores — "stores that have some remote
anonymously on the air to encourage partie to Valentine's Day," Charette said.
ticipation in the contest.
Card shops and flower stores were the obTwo winners will share a prize package
vious choices for QlOl's promotions, but canworth about $950.
dy, jewelry and department stores also were
The various prizes in the package will be
included.
divided randomly between the winners.
Because many entries were not submitted
\ "The stores in the mall gave the prizes in
on
the QlOl's forms, Charette said the station
exchange for promotion," Charette said.
is
making
a special effort to give each letter
Prizes for the "How We Met" contest inequal consideration. "We want to make sure
clude:
that every letter gets read."
• a heart-shaped rug from Favorite Things.
The forms instructed entrants to "write in
• a $100 gift certificate from Leggett.
100 words or less your true love story about
• a $100 gift certificate from Glassner
how you met your sweetheart." Anyone
Jewelers.

18-years-old or older could submit.
The station's women employees judged entries Tuesday and Wednesday.
Charette said women did the judging
because "Essentially, we have more entries
from women than men. Valentine's Day is
traditionally a woman-oriented holiday.
"Women are more sensitive to what
romance is. And most women are more sentimental (than men)."
Charette wrote the promotions, scheduled
the promotion spots and was in charge of the
contest's on-the-air presentation. He also
decided what letters were read on the air.
Q101 does various promotions "all the
time,'^Charette said. "It's one way a station
looks to be more than a juke box. We get involved with the community.
"You can look for us to do this for the
Fourth of July, Easter and other holidays.
"A holiday is a good chance to promote a
station. The promotions add a little
something to the music and personalities."
See page 11 for more "How We Met" stories.
See page 12 where JMU students tell how they
met their loved ones.

TIM

By Alison Colby
assistant features editor

The following are more love stories
entered in the "How We Met" contest:
• While freshmen here, they never noticed
each other.
But one night, he was running with
friends toward another dorm. She was saying good night to her date. Without stopping, he picked her up, flung her over his
shoulder and carried her away.
They now are engaged.

Couples find
future together

Thursday
MUSIC

• Star City Band (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
• dj. — Calnouns, $50 cover charge.
• Ladles night (d.j.) — Belle Meade, $2 cover, ladles $1.
• Why Mot (rock) - Mystic Den, $2 cover charge.
• Sigma Nu and ASA Sponsor Night (d.J.) - JM'e, $.75
cover charge.

MOVIES

• Raiders ol the Lost Ark - Orafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
and 9:30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• MlechW (R) - Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9:05 p.rrr>
shows $4.
• Beverly HIHe Cop (R) - Roth Theatree, 7:30 and 9:25
p.m. snows $4• Witness (R) — Roth Theatre*, 7 and 9:06 p.m. ehowe
**• A Passage to India (PO) - Virginia Theater. 7 p.m.
shows $4-

PLAYS

• no pis* scheduled

Friday
MUSIC

• dJ. - Calhoun'a, $.50 cover charge.
• Astoria (rock) - Scruples, $3 cover charge.
. Whiskey Creek (country) - Qandy Dancer, cover

Ch r

? HyMd Srock' - Scotland Yard, cover charge not

'"MSIVuea - Belle Meade, $2 cover charge
• DolmeeDean and Southern Breeze (country) Mystic Den, $3 cover charge.
. dj. (vldeoa) - JM'a, $1 cover charge.

• She was pledging a sorority and attended a Friday afternoon meeting in the recreation room. After the meeting, she realized
that she had lost her small gold earring. She
went back to the room but could not find
the earring.
A week later, she attended a party in the
same room. She looked for her earring
again but could not find it.
She told a friend about her lost earring.
In the middle of her explanation, her friend
ran off and returned with a tall, blue-eyed
redhead.
He asked her to describe the earring and
presented it to her — it was on his finger
like a ring. She hugged and kissed him.
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That was two years ago. They now are
planning a June wedding.
• She accidentally fell on top of her
special someone at a skating rink. She
almost broke his neck with her knee — he
feU for her immediately. She didn't like
him.
But her sister bribed her into going on a
double date with him. She realized that he
was not so bad after all.
They have been married for 15 years.
• She was working the late shift in the
radiology department. He walked into the
room wearing a short hospital gown for gall
bladder x-rays. She asked him if she had
seen him before. He did not think so.
An hour later, he called and asked her for
a date.
They have been married for 10 months.
• They went to school together.
She was in the ladies' rest room one day
when he walked in. He apologized for making such a silly mistake and quickly left.
Later that day he called and explained
that he had walked into the restroom on
purpose so that he could meet her.
That was two years ago. Now they are
engaged.

• Junior class "Countdown to Spring break celebration" (dj.) — WCC Ballroom, 3:30 p.m., free admission.

• A Passage to India (PO.) — Virginia Theater, 7 p.m.
shows $4.

MOVIES
• Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom — GraftonStovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• Mischief (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9:06 p.m.
shows $4.
• Beverly Hills Cop (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 and 9:25
p.m. shows $4.
• Witness (B) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:05 p.m. shows
$4.
• A Passage to India — Virginia Theater, 7 p.m. shows
$4.

PLAYS

• no pisys scheduled.

Artworks
THE ARTWORKS GALLERY
• Stephanie Smith, Cindy Andes, Robert Hodge. (mixed media) Through Feb. 14.

THE OTHER GALLERY
• Nell French — (mixed media) Through Feb. 14.

PLAYS

• no plays scheduled.

THE NEW IMAGE GALLERY
• J Michael Leefco — (color photography) Through Feb.

Saturday
MUSIC

• Michael Qeddes (acoustic) — Calhoun'a. $1 cover
charge.
• Astoria (country) — Scruplea, S3 cover charge.
• J.C Craun and the Good to Oo Bend (country) —
Qandy Danoar, cover charge not available.
• Hybrid lee (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
• Full Hone* — Belle Meade, $2 cover charge.
• Frantdin Dean and the Bandmasters (country) —
Mystic Den, cover charge not available.
• $100 dance contest (d.j.) — JM's, $1 cover charge.

MOVIES

• Indiana Jones and the Tempi* of Doom — GraftonStovall Theatre, 7 and 9.30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• MlechW (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9:06 p.m.
shows $4
• Beverly HUls Cop (R) - Roth Theatres, 7:30 and 925
p.m. shows $4• Witness (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:05 p.m. shows
$4.

9.

SAWHILL GALLERY
• "Exposure Time VIII: Redefining Elne Art
Photography — Through Mar. 7.

Etc
GOLF

• Lakevlew Golf Course — $1 for students with IDs to
play West nine holes. Regular prices are $7 weekdays,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 for weekends and holidays.

BOWLING

• Valley Lanes — $.90 days and $1.25 for tenpins and
$1.15 for duckplne nights. Open 9 e.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.

HORSEBACK RIDING

• Oak Manor Farms - US 11 South

ROLLER SKATING
• Skatetown USA — Open Tuesdsy 10 a.m. to noon
and Tuesday through Friday 7:30 p.m to 10 p.m.
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SALE

JMU couples tell how they met
By ErlkaByrd
staff writer

*-

■

»

Football games, parties,
D-hall, work, JM's — all can be
places where that special relationship gets its start. A random
survey of JMU students reveals a
variety of ways couples met.
Sophomore Carol Chase met
Chris in Hawaii, her home. "This
guy sent me a beer at a little bar
on the beach. We started talking
and went out to dinner and dancing."
"Rob sent me flowers," said
junior Sharla Bur wick. "I was
working at McDonalds and was
talking to him. Later be came in
and left a bouquet of flowers
with a note: 'I'd like to get to
know you.' The next day he came
in and asked me out."
Freshman Daivie Stream also
met her boyfriend at work. "We
met at K-Mart where we both
work. I got him for half-pricet It
was fun."
Senior Bob Reby had known
his girlfriend for a while before
asking hereout. "I was friends
with her for two years," he said.
"One time we started talking dif-

ferently, and I asked her to a tennis match over Christmas."
Junior Nsimbi Buthelezi met
his someone special at school. "I
met her in D-hall. I really liked
her eyes."
Sophomore Karen Laslie said
her special someone used to be
her best friend's boyfriend. "We
were really good friends for
years. We started seeing each
other about a year after they
broke up. And we're still seeing
each other."
Freshman Jessie Gilbert said,
"His cousin used to date my best
friend and I was doing her a
favor and went out with him on a
blind date."
Junior David Douglas met
somone special at a Kappa Sigma
happy hour. "I threw (spilled) a
beer on her . . . We went out a
few times."
Senior Julia Teed has a long
romance story. "I met mine when
I was 10 years old on the swim
team. We had our tint date at 13
and our first real date at IS. And
we're still seeing each other."
Senior Mike ADen said, "I'm
very lonely and if someone wants
my phone number, it's
4344375."

Put your degree
to work
where it can do
a world of good.

3
BUY 1 GET 2nd PAIR

1/2 PRICE

Like...
Clarks
Bostonian

Hanover .
Peter Lord
Giorgio Brutini

ENTIRE STOCK
of FAMOUS BRANDS
Revelations
Mia
Candies.
Bandolino
Westies
LA.Gear
Maine Woods Andre Marsielle

Brands and styles
may vary
WWThe

Higher prica
price prevails
Higher

NAME BRAND FOOTWEAR FOR LESS
Oovcrleaf Shopping Center

Hours:Mon-ThirsX) to6Fril0to9 SatK) to 6

(

Every

#Weekend

I

is Parents'
Weekend
Fri-Sat-Sun

Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
an experience that lasts a lifetime.
Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.
In Science or Engineering, Education. Agriculture, or Health, Peace Cor»s projects in developing countries around the world are
bringing help where if s needed.
If you're graduating this year, look into a unique opportunity to put your degree to work
where it can do a world of good. Look into
Peace Corps.

RECRUITERS WILL BE ON
CAMPUS FEBRUARY 2 1 AND.
22 IN THE CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE, ALUMHI
HALL.
SIGN UP TODAY!

Converse
Keds
Famolare
and others

I Sheraton offers luxury rooms ai a vrry affordable
Ipricr. Enjoy our indoor heated pool, pouzi and
saunas Dim in our two award ninnta* restaurants
and experience Scruples

„ Sheraton'
Harrisonburg i
Inn I

$15 off

any regular
room rate
UmM (»„ tew prt Rum) ojnufck- .■mmmn
SUM«H Mnrfr.Kiupano JIIM«l.*f| \u laM

•Hh aq n*n f,™ «? **,„,, ,Uwpin „^rr>
\|>nl M I'Ms

<H.«I

..rim*

I

,„K

I fn Nat-Sun I

BMk. *■(*,. m m gum ttmttkm „™rrJ
loans IIHIM !w|Bj.irail.vUhM.i,'!iwhl >uVi».sn..r
nuii'r.i.il.i.mlnuHih.T V.i *liMl. juJJ^*,

| Must be presented upon check in

Sheraton
Harrlsontxirg Inn
'■W>«MM»rirlM..ptMM,<TBtl JI.VJMI

V
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For Sale
l» K true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
5080.

by Berke Breathed
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imwmypoi
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Books, books, books Over 2500 In stock
In our book alley. Harrison Antiques at
Court Square. Dally except Sunday.
434-1074.
Polaroid One-Step 600 Camera and film.
One year warranty. 433-8231.
"MM^

Male Housing Contract Must sell, will
negotiate price within reason. Contact
Rob at 434-0840.

# ...THAT'S mm i
WHACKeP HIM MTH
THE OUVe-LOflf.

Old Coins for sale Call Marc x4017.
neoords Large selection available Including rock. Jazz, Broadway cast and
soundtracks, soul, country, comedy, pop,
etc. LP's and 45's starting at 25 cents
each. Rooky's Antique Mall Booth 34,
Weyers Cave. Visa and MasterCard accepted. See "Al" on Saturdays and Sundays.

r\£>

Wanted 'Responsible party to take over
low monthly payments on spinet piano.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager. PO Box 33, Frledens, PA 15641.
MaxeH XUI M or TDK SA-90. 206.29 or
10*24.95. Music Museum. 66 E Market
St.

Services

{fr^'AMPStwtMftrms
[__. \ &ER! I~I STOOP M

^^APuamoNbrm
T mMsep *P pu*m.&
HeSilOFlWAVMONtSrS..-

'iMPStmcKMCK/rrm
CMfiKsweoFSoaeiy mm
im stmse Fmr OF A mp,
COMEXP mmtr/ mem'..
OHP*e*bOX>U6eilALf

MPiaossepmeuNeZHW
I BECOME KTM0TKK QUICK-

5H0OTW6 m pimp, ON m,

SET OF PONHP PEAMH'S KW
*oatm wwms'AMeucAiA

Taping Service 21 years experience.
81,/psge. Mrs. Price, 8793936.

'.fiPPNHsNWt,

IHW.'

WjHr

\Al

Typing/Word Processing Call Joan at
8799949.
Typing Will type letters, resumes, term
papers, and reports. Reasonable rates.
434-6379.
Typing, Word Processing Faat, accurate,
easy revisions. 434-1274. Evenings.
Profeealonal Typing Call Kathy at
4333015.
I Caen? We buy gold and sliver. Top
prices paid for good useeble Jewelry.
Harrison Antiques. Court Square.
434-1074.
Are you m need of music lor a Spring Formal or dance party? Let '*»»**»_
OJ'a" help you out. Groat music, full light
•how. dance oontajfM>_ W*±JJF*>
references available. Call Dean x5B90 for
Information.
__
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Freo
pregnancy teat. Birthright. 434-0003.

Help Wanted
Government Jobs. $15,000 - SSO.OOOVyr.
possible. All occupations How to Find.
Call 806-6873000 Ext. R362B.
Be an Avon Wspressntatwa. Set your own
hours, no experience necessary, no
obligation. Ws have an opportunity for
you. Call 2343404 floosi).

a___ *our run steam cleaned? Have It
co^pVotse-lSr-'ly «or 16. For spot, call
David X7462.

M0 per Hundred Paid for processing mall
at home! Information, send selfaddressed
stamped
snvslops.
Associates, Box 96, Rosslls, New Jersey
07203.

I with much sentiraenand monetary value. If found call
K9011 Laura. Reward to flndsr.
I.I

For Rent
n Square Female, 85 • 86 school
iaaT^lyTmlshed, washer/dryer, 21/2
Shi. Walk to campus Contact Doug
434-1993.
College Station May and/or Summer,
Females. Fully furnished. Call Doug
434-1993
Room 1 block from campus Share living
nXrTwIth 3 gin. and Tguyjjnt neg.
March • Augu* Call Tom 434-4684.
carnal* Roommstets) wanted to share
Gardena) for summer. If Interested can
Tracay st xS713.

_^

LP Rental Special Rent any 3LP*a for $6.
Tuesdays only. Music Museum. 68 E.
Market St

£rJTa%a«oo?bouquet from Fljhta of
Fancy. 4343361 Mo n. - SatJCornsseai our
•election ol gltta at Rock/a, Rt 11 8,
Thurs - Sun.

Lost

fc

la the time to get your rooms for
next year. All with kitchen facilities. $75
to$140 per month Including utilities. Call
2343247 (local call) after 6 p.m.

Parson ■ anted to renovate local house.
Experience preferred. $3.50mour, no
taxes, make own hours Need 16 - 20
hours s week from person. Starts immediately! Call after 6 p.m. any day at
4333233 (keep trying).

Personals
Time Warp Spend a few hours browsing
through our 5 room shop. Harrison Antlquee at Court Square. 434-1074
Elaine (Who I met at Krogsrs) I gave you
my number In the alnoare hope that you
would call. I alt by the phone every night
I don't fall often or for Just anyone. I still
hope you'll call. What have you got to
lose? Eric
Why Not? The Mystic Den? Tonight?
Dancing? Carousing? Why Not - the hot
rock sound.

Mr. Buns Contest Monday 2/18 at 8 p.m.
In the Ball TV Lounge. Admission 25
cents. Corns see their aaaetal
Mark Here Is your own personal. I hope
Su like It Happy Birthday. You're the
at. Stephanie.
You cant miss the Junior Class "Countdown to Spring Break Celebration", this
Friday, Fob. 15, from 3:30 to 6 p.m. In the
WCCBsllroom.
Tonight Rock with Why-Not at the
Mystic. Don't be shy. Take a date or find
one there.
Steve I need Barman's Friday assignment you know how lost I am In there!

Stacy.
{Poo) Happy 22nd! (Just shake
your head) Love, Sharon.
Jsnst N, Paige P., Law L. Linda E, Betsy
D, Cory T., Joanna S., Jenny E. - Sun,
Fun, Surf and Suds await us I Maybe even
skinny man! Laura-face.
Sigma PI Thanka for another terrific 3M
formal! Whan can we see those boxers
again? Love, Sigma Kappa.
Doug After number 9 I
celebrated wMh Popcorn.

hoard

you

The Junior Class Countdown to Spring
Break Celebration la this Friday, Feb. 15,
from 3:30 - 6 p.m. In the WCC Ballroom.
Free admission and DJ.
Mystic Den Next week - See the Untouchables, JMU's new female band.
They're playing Wednesday with Hot
Wire, one of ChartotteevHIe'a hottest
bands.
a damn if we're not legal.
Come party your aaa off with ua In Eagle I
Lesse and Tracy Soon to be sisters • ws
can't wait! Love, Sigma Kappa.
RD Quack wants my boss to know how
happy I am since we became best
friends PT.

Dkfc Had a super time this weekend.
Thanka for everything! Happy
Valentine's Dayl See you later. Lota of
love, Denies
Only a week from tonight at
the Mystic Den.
Congratulations to the basketball team
on their last two victorieal Love, ZTA.
Ken Missed escort to Greek Row last Friday. Gat a due. Try again?
MyeMc Den tt'a worth the walk.
is a gay and
lesbian support group. If you need someone to talk to or would like information about joining the group or our mailing list, please write to LGL Box L214. or
call Art at 4343736 between 8 -12 p.m.
Confidentiality la guaranteed.
TKf Thanka for a great party Saturday
night! Love, ZTA.
i Congratulations on your new UooJtton! I'm so proud of you!! Love, Your Lll
81a-Laura.
Free Vldeoe Monday through Friday, 3 - 7
p.m.. It's video happy hour, presenting
the latest In rook videos and movies.
Where else? The Mystic Dsa Try the pizzaand tacoa.
PI Kap Thanka for the outrageous happy
hour. Phi Mu.
to our new pledges. Ws
Congrstula
love you! ZTA.
Rook Videos Miss MTV? Corns down to
Mystic for Dally Video Happy Hour.
Sandy B. Have a good weekend... Better
luck next time. You'll never stop trying to
cstch ons
LP Special All prsowned LP's -1/2 price.
Mondays only. Music Museum. 66 E
Market St. Sale Itoma excluded.
Pooky Happy (vary late) Birthday. Te
qolero slempre. You're the beatest. D.D.
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Viewpoint
The 'lottery shivers'
The words "housing lottery system" tend to send shivers up
students' spines.
As Cheryl Gray, associate director of residence life, points out,
the word "lottery" connotes winners and losers.
"What we'll be doing (this spring) Is Initiating a system of random
number distribution," she said. "Instead of lining up at the Convocation Center, students will automatically be generated a number and
wKI compete with all other people in their class. We think it's a much
fairer system."
For most students, Gray's comments are true. Students will be
the winners when a housing lottery is implemented.
The present housing registration system is a hassle. Students
often begin "camping" inside the Convocation Center two or three
days before registration, hoping to be "first in line" for choice campus housing. Students missed classes, meals and sleep.
And it also creates false perceptions. Underclassmen were fooled
into believing that effort and sacrifice would guarantee them choice
housing. Many times they were wrong.
For example, most freshmen hoping to get into a Bluestone dorm
find out it's almost impossible. Every sophomore, junior and senior
in line behind them still will choose before them.
There's still room to improve the lottery. It would be fairer if the
random number order were reversed each year. Students at the bottom of the previous year's lottery would be guaranteed higher placement the next year. Previous top of the order students could stay in
their present housing or risk being placed somewhere less
desirable.
"Another option is to designate dorms by class. Some would be
reserved for seniors, others for juniors, etc.
Gray commented that "this really is a trial year. Do we want to
continue with it or go back to the way it was last year?"
The Breeze poses the same question to students. Those with an
opinion or ideas for a better system can write to The Breeze in
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
The above editorial was written by Pat Plummer, The Breeze's editorial editor, and
is the opinion of The Breeze's editorial board.
Opinions In Viewpoint and Readers Forum are not necessarily those of the
students, faculty or staff of JMU.

Liberals: 'peevish, cultural blemishes'
With the mighty Reagan administration firmly
entrenched in its second term and Jerry Falwell
readying his holy assault on unsuspecting
degenerates throughout the land, liberals have
been backed into the corner.
They're weak and ready to be eliminated from
the political arena. Good, solid Americans should
gladly administer the knockout punch to these
peevish cultural blemishes.
Tip O'Neil and his friends can abandon hopes
for gun control legislation. Good old boys in the
National Rifle Association will see to that.
Hell, what kind of American would want the image of blazing guns on crowded city streets to
become only memory? What would "The Duke"
say if some egg-sucking lobbyist tried to take his
revolver? He'd shoot the vermin and drop him like
a log. God bless America!
Another thing. Those liberals want ignorant,
Spanish speaking peasants down in Central
America to decide the kind of government they
want.
God, they don't know what they want. They're
liable to become commies
and start drinking

foul vodka and wear those stupid looking bear skin
hats in OUR HEMISPHERE.
Any moron knows the Ruskies are behind that
mess. I say we bust in down there, armed to the
teeth, and pound it out til' we've raised the red
white and blue once and for all. If we don't have a
war soon, American's are liable to forget what
glory is all about.

From Left Field
Harry Atwood
Oh, another thing. Those damn liberals want to
give money to the lazy, street leaches. They say
people are hungry and need educating. They say
old folks deserve decent benefits, that the
minorities are getting the bum deal. Sure.
I personally know how poor people live. I've
seen "Good Times." Poor people don't live bad.
If they want a slick Mercedes Turbo like mine, they

should have been bom into a family like mine.
They should have my worries. (If I could just stoo
slicing my tee shot to the right.)
If it's not one thing it's another. Lately they've
been whining about some country in Africa Thev
say people are hungry. Hdl, why don't they have
grocery stores in Africa? Why worry about some
Zulu warriors who won't ever be able to thank us
in English anyway? What we should be doing with
that money is buying them more guns.
Reagan ain't no fool. The more times we can
blow up the world the better off we are.
We showed the. Japs who was boss in the big

should d0 wUh
Zm2*SL?
*■-*
^Liberals should just quit pestering us conser-

Maybe one day Moscow will be called "Reaganvule ."Tokyo will be "Falwell City" and Hong
Kong will be "Bushland " Oh what a^orkMt

dTs'tnd
22 re*****
So
dogs and smashes
beer cans
with *5U
their foreheads.
Harry Atwood is a junior majoring in English.
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Readers' Forum
Adulthood at 21?

Campusquote
"Camping out In the Convocation
Center for campus housing may soon
end and a housing lottery system might
be implemented instead. How do you
feel about this poeslbHltyr'

"Sounds good.
Much better
than the old
system."
Ken Pearce
graduate student
marketing

"They should
be given the
opportunity
to be where
they want
to be."
Patty Martin
junior
medical
technology

"1 feel a
lottery
system would
be a more
sensible
approach."
Doug Gochenour
senior
communication arts

"I'd be in
favor of the
lottery
system."
Jeff Fsuber
senior
marketing

Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman-Photos by
Steve Baton

Controversy over drinking age
To the editor
What does someone have to do to become an
adult? The decision of when young Americans
become adults has been made for us, I think.
In Virginia you're an adult at 19 if you want a
beer, but 21 for other types of alcohol. Changing
to an across-the-board 21 would be acceptable, but
don't forget those military bases. They grow up a
little faster than the rest, so I'm told. So make their
age for adulthood 19.
This is easy to understand, but what about other
circumstances when our adulthood is decided for
us?
Attending a movie, you're an adult at 12. Ok,
you pay adult prices but don't get to see adult
movies. It makes sense to me.
Thinking about committing a crime, think twice
if you're under 18-you can be tried as an adult.
In psychology, they've done more research on
people than anyone. They believe you reach
adulthood around 21 or 22.
So, when am I an adult? I think I'm an adult
now, but I'm only 20, so I don't know.
Scott Mlsler
Junior
psychology

To the editor
Concerning the controversy of raising Virginia's
drinking age to 21, a large proportion of people
against the bill hold this position on the grounds
that it would send students off campus to private
parties and "make" them drive drunk.
(«.Correct me if I'm wrong, but it seems to me
many people who give that excuse are the same
ones who will actually be driving intoxicated. They
seem to be saying, "I'm warning you now, I'll
drive drunk. Don't make me have to do it."
These people know beforehand; they will be
driving drunk. They are conscious that they will be
endangering their life and the lives of everybody
else on the road. Yet they'll go ahead and do it.
Tb,is is the height of irresponsibility, and parents
and legislators must not allow themselves to be
blackmailed by it. Some people will break the law
and get themselves killed. But we must not forget,
lives will probably be saved as well, and that's
what the law is all about.

im

Brian Crawley
freshman
English

Hall poses dangerous situation
To the editor.
This issue will most likely concern very few of
the students here at JMU, none the less, it is a
serious problem.
It begins about 5 p.m. everyday in the ground
floor hallway of Godwin Hall. If anyone would
like to try to walk down this ball at this time, you
need not read any further, the problem is obvious.
At S p.m., the JMU baseball players begin their
sprint drills at Godwin Hall.
Around 20 baseball players, weighing more than
130 pounds each, run full tilt down the hall, one
after the other, for more than an hour.
Add the women's track team, swim team and
both men's and women's gymnastics teams trying
to walk down the hallway to get to the locker
rooms.
What this results in is a sad situation, and
needless to say, a very dangerous one.
After some heated words between the baseball
coach and a few members of the men's gymnastics

team, it is obvious both groups are getting agitated
by the situation.
The gymnasts are not complaining directly to the
baseball team; they probably dislike running in a
public hallway as much as we dislike them being
there. We are complaining to the perso n(s) who are
ignoring this dangerous situation.
Many of you are probably think this is a trivial
complaint. If you realize what can result from a
90-pound girl being run into by a heavy man running as fast as possible, you would think again. I've
seen close calls — very close calls.
I hope this problem is taken care of before a
serious accident results. I am disappointed it had
to take a student to make the faculty aware of this
problem, when it has been one floor beneath them
all along.
DavWKIrtltkk
junior
communication arts

Greek issue an exhausted volley
To the editor.
First, I would like to commend Tod Hirsch on
his ability to push the buttons on his calculator
enough times to discover Greeks will be in space,
after taking over the world, of course, by the year
2319.
We are social, but this is ridiculous I Actually,
Hirsen's letter did have some substance to it, which
was a welcome relief after Wahlgren's bitter attack
on the merits of the Greek system.
I never enjoyed reading articles attacking
Greeks, even before I became one. Quite simply, I
believe everyone is entitled to choose and live his
own lifestyle, and should respect others for doing
the same.

What I see happening in The Breeze is a volley of
editorials between Greeks and anti-Greeks which
will continue until the issue has fizzled out. There
have already been commendable arguments by
proponents of both sides which have sufficiently
exhausted the subject of Greeks.
With due respect, further editorials should be
limited to points not already mentioned in previous
articles.
Karen Polls
Junior
political science

\
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RESUMES that get results!
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!
WE HAVE:
♦ FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes.
•Typesetting only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
*Prinierf quaKty copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
*Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY FOK:
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessorta. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.
9

CAMCC *wr
WrltJ &%

A^^n^u
PRINTING

WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR
OTHEK COPY NEEDS - S» par copy «Mi La

KWiK-Korv PRINTING

Hmhowhiifg, VA tim

-^^

yAifcJ.

433-2828

(Slntt behind Ooverfaa/ McDonald's in King Photo Building)

iarr.ei »■*»«H-n««fl wx i -«>,-*-!mh- INM. ..—.* f,nutt„,
"•CHuur-SKy* ».<«,ii nipn *r«a> -Wl - ffvt* n «- ,fcl r-,, ,,
<*m>M**mm*a«*r» ****t*i m*,«** tl»*,nt A, *»****. *~»
-to,. Or-. <~- ,«*• .

Sperry in Reston. Virginia is looking for creative thinkers.
In the Systems Management Group at Sperry-Reston, we concentrate on the areas of FTigbtJSirnulation, Sj^rategicSystems,
Ship Systems and Electronic warfare.
Students in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
are encouraged to consider a career with an innovative industry leader - Sperry-Reston.
We will be conducting interviews on campus on February 21.
Check with the placement office for more information.
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Gits may force students to give up luxuries1
WASHINGTON (AP) — The new secretary of
education said Monday that President Reagan's
budget cuts may force some students to give up
their stereos, cars and beach vacations to pay for
college.
William J. Bennett acknowledged that
eliminating loans and grants for more than 1
million college students would force some families
who are already sacrificing "to tighten the belt
even further."
Reagan asked Congress last week to deny
guaranteed student loans to all students from
families with adjusted gross incomes above
$32,500; to eliminated grants, work-study jobs

Group crttlcizBS
administration on aid issue
WASHINGTON (AP) A congressional group
charged Monday night that the Reagan administration has provided "insufficient,
misleading and in some cases false information"
about U.S. aid to El Salvador.
In a report, the 130-member Arms Control and
Foreign Policy Caucus complained that the administration hid from nearly all members of Congress plans, to send El Salvador four AC-47
warplanes that are specially equipped with rapidfire guns.
It also disputed President Reagan's contention
that economic aid to the war-tom country is three
times greater than military aid, arguing that much
of that money indirectly supports El Salvador's
war economy.
Peter Roussd, deputy White House press
secretary, said the administration had no immediate comment on the report.
The report also charged that:
U.S.-supplied planes and helicopters have inflicted serious damage on the Salvadoran civilian
population.
The number of U.S. military personnel in El
Salvador is about double the 55-adviser limit
orginally set in 1961.
A second AC-47 warplane was put into action
before promised evaluation was done gauging the
effect of the first on civilians carnalities.

Reagan and Fahd discuss
Middle East negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan asked
Saudi Arabia's King Fahd on Monday to use
Saudi Arabia's "considerable influence and moral
pSuarion" to bring about direct negotuuions
between Israel and its Arab neighbors.
But Fahd asserted that it is up to the United
States to lend its efforts in support of the Pales1';
nians and gave no response th*t1Iind,c«,^eS"|d'
Arabia might heed Reagan's call for talks with
Israel.
The president greeted Fahd the first major
Arab leader to visit Reagan during his second
£rm on Se South Lawn of the White House

h»f™ 11 s. cat-rrt mtr^"

othfr ton official51

ajid other aid for those with incomes above
$25,000; and to limit to $4,000 a year the maximum federal help students can draw.
Bennett said the government should target its
help on students "who might not otherwise get to
college at all," rather than giving some the
wherewithal to choose expensive private institutions.
He suggested that some students simply will
have to forego luxuries.
John Brademas, president of New York University, charged Sunday that the proposals amounted
to "a declaration of war on middle-income
America.''

The king's five-day visit, filled with high-level
talks and social events, marks the first official visit
by a Saudi king to the U.S. capital since King
Faisal met with President Nixon in 1971.
The two leaders' opening remarks came before
they retired for more than an hour of talks that included Secretary of State George P. Shultz, U.S.
national security adviser Robert C. McFarlane,
and others. Fahd was joined by Saudi ministers.
Noting that the United States had long supported "the right of peoples to freedom, independence and self-determination," he said the
majority of Arabs had gained their freedom since
World War II, except for the Palestinians.
About 1 million Palestinian Arabs live under
Israeli jurisdiction on the West Bank of the Jordan River and in Gaza. Many others have lived in
Israel since it was established in 1948.

Mayors meet to discuss
proposed Reagan budget
CHICAGO (AP) President Reagan's proposed
1986 budget could bring massive layoffs, higher
taxes, mass transit fare increases of up to 50 percent and further urban decay, mayors of 18 of the
nation's larger cities said Monday.
We're expected to believe that the city is hoarding while the federal cupboard is bare," said
Milwaukee Mayor Henry Maier, a member of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors.
The executive committee of the group was in
Chicago to kick off a series of meetings nationwide to combat Reagan's budget.
New Orleans Mayor Ernest Mortal, conference
president, said the cuts in the proposed $973.7
billion spending plan threaten to create "two
societies - one rich and one poor," with the potential for urban unrest reminiscent of the 1960s.
Perhaps most devastating to the cities, the
mayors said, would be massive cuts in federal aid
for successful programs such as revenue sharing
and Urban Development Action Grants.
Citing an example of the budget's impact,
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington said the city
could lose more than $1 billion from 1986 through
1988, or more than 14 percent of its operating
budget.
i

The mayors will be holding similar meetings in
the next two weeks in Boston, Atlanta and San
Francisco.
___________________—

Plan to continue
In spite of agreement
NEW YORK (AP) President Reagan says he
will continue to develop the "Star Wars" space
defense program even if the United States and the
Soviet Union came to an agreement to eliminate
offensive nuclear weapons.
It was the first time that Reagan had explicitly
said he would not limit research on the program
even if the Soviet Union met his demands on
reducing offensive nuclear missiles.
In an interview published in The New York
Times, Reagan also said for the first time that he
believed such defenses would be needed even if the
two powers agreed to abolish all nuclear weapons.
The president drew a distinction, however, between research and deployment of a defense
system. He said the United States would conduct
research even if the Soviet Union agreed to deep
cuts in offensive weapons.
If research indicated that such a system could be
built, Reagan said he would be willing to talk with
the Soviets about the possibility of "internationalizing" such defense systems before deploying it.

Plant prepares to resume
chemical production
INSTITUTE, W. Va. (AP) — Union Carbide]
Corp .'s plant here is preparing to resume production of the poisonous chemical responsible for the
deaths of 2,000 people in Bhopal, India last year,
the company said Tuesday.
Methyl isocyanate, or MIC, was made only at
Bhopal and Institute for use in making insecticide,
according to Carbide. Its production at Institute
was halted immediatedly after the Bhopal spill,
which killed about 2,000 people and injuried
thousands more.
The company released a statement saying that it
will resume production of methyl isocyanate April
1, when it said it expects its internal investigation
of the Dec. 3 Bhopal accident to be finished.
State Air Pollution Control Commissioner Carl
Beard said Tuesday that his agency does not have
authority to halt resumption of MIC oroduction.

News conference scheduled
on child-abuse cases
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Attorney General
Hubert H. Humphrey III has scheduled a news
conference Tuesday to announce the results of his
office's investigation into a child sex-abuse case
that saw 25 people accused before most charges
were dropped.
'
In the case, which centered on accounts of alleged pornography rings and murders of children,
one person was convicted. James John Rudd is
serving a 40-year prison term after pleading guilty
to 10 counts of sexually abusing children.
A couple tried in the case was acquitted.
The state Bureau of Criminal Apprehension and
the FBI investigated the homicide allegations but
said last November that two boys who were the
most credible sources had taken back their allegations.
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world
Castro says he will stand by his principles
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cuban President
Fidel Castro says closer U.S.-Cuban ties would
ease global tensions but "I will not change a single
one of my principles for a thousand relations with
a thousand countries like the United States."
In an interview with PBS's MacNeil-Lehrer
Newshour, broadcast Monday night, Castro said
Cuba's relationship with the Soviet Union is nonnegotiable because it is. a matter of "our
sovereignty, and that cannot be questioned."
Last week, in response to previous expressions
of interest by Castro in improved relations with

the United States, White House spokesman Larry
Speakes cited Cuba's "close allegience to the
Soviet Union" as a fundamental disagreement
with the Castro government.
While saying that "the lines of
communication" with Cuba remain open,
Speakes said that country has taken' 'very little action" toward better relations with the United
States.
Responding to Speakes assertion that Cuba
engages in "subversive activities"in Latin
America, Castro said revolutions cannot be ex-

ported from one country to another but instead
are the result of internal economic, social and
political conditions.
He accused the United States of wanting to
maintain an "unjust social order"" in the
hemisphere that has meant "poverty, hunger,
underdevdopment, diseases, ignorance. ... If we
are accused of wanting to promote change, we can
also accuse the United States of wanting to avoid
change, and of wanting to maintain an unjust
social regime. But actually, neither can export it
(revolution ) nor can the United
States avoid it."
5—^

Pinochet fires
cabinet members

Officials confirm
Chernenko's illness

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) —
President i^tgusto Pinochet on
Tuesday fired two leading civilian
Cabinet members who had urged
him not to renew the state of siege
he has used to crack down on the
political opposition.
The entire 16-member Cabinet
resigned Monday at Pinochet's
request. He reappointed 14
members Tuesday, but dismissed
Interior Minister Sergio Onofre
Jarpa and Finance Minister Luis
Escobar.
Jarpa and Escobar had argued
privately against the 90-day
renewal of the state of siege,
which bans opposition news
media and political activity.
Pinochet decreed the emergency measures Nov. 6 to quell
political violence and demonstrations calling for a swift return to
democracy.

MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet ofDefense minister
ficials Tuesday confirmed that
President Konstantin U.
resigns from post
Chemenko is ill and canceled a
scheduled meeting with Greek
OTTAWA (AP) — Defense
Premier Andreas Papandreou, a
Minister Robert Coates resigned
Greek government spokesman
Tuesday from the Canadian
said.
Cabinet, the Canadian Press news
Dimitrios Maroudas said
agency reported, after a
Chernenko was to have received
newspaper said Coates and two
Papandreou Tuesday in what
would have been the Soviet ^"'aides visited a West German
nightclub that featured nude
leader's first public appearance in
dancers and prostitutes.
nearly seven weeks.
Coates did not offer a direct exChernenko reportedly suffers
plaination
for resigning but said
from emphysema. Earlier Soviet
he had assured Prime. Minister
officials had said that the 73-yearBrian Mulroney of his innocence
old was out of the capital and that
and his conduct, Canadian Press
was the reason he could not meet
said.
with Papandreou.
Mulroney said he has accepted
Chernenko has not appeared in
the resignation, the news agency
public since Dec. 27 and has not
met a visiting foreign dignitary- said.

since Dec. 19 when he held talks
with Dom Mintoff, then the
premier of Malta.

Party retains
majority in assembly
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — President
Chun Doo-hwan's Democratic Justice Party
retained its firm majority in the National
Assembly, but a month old opposition party
scored a surprise Wednesday by running a
strong second.
With ballot-counting from Tuesday's election nearly completed, Chun's party was expected to win 88 of the elected seats and the
New Democratic Party 50 seats.
The party, backed by dissident leader Km
Daeflung, who returned to South Korea last
week after two years of exile, was in second
place Tuesday in early returns from the National Assembly elections.
South Koreans voted in record numbers in
the elections.

state
Wiretapping is latest
Mecklenburg controversy
RICHMOND (AP) — Wiretapping placed on
death row prisoners' calls between Dec. 18 and
Jan. 21 is the subject of the latest controversy involving Mecklenburg Correctional Center.
Officials said Monday they would take steps to
ensure that taped phone conversations between
lawyers and the inmates get little scrutiny as an investigation into the wiretapping.
David Hathcock, a spokesman for Attorney
Gerald Baliles, said none of the lawyers in the attorney general's office has had access to the tapes
or would have access to them.
The legally required procedures for setting a
wiretap were not followed in the Mecklenburg
case, said Jay Cbchran, head of. the state police
Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
The procedures require that the attorney general
approve the tap and that state police monitor it,
and neither step occured, Cochran said.
The director of the American Civil Liberties
Union of Virginia said the wiretapping "will be a
["major part" of the organizations case in an April
5 federal court hearing involving abuses at
Mecklenburg.

In the case, the ACLU contends state prison officials are in contempt of court for not abiding by
an agreement reached in 1983 after the organization sued to improve prisoner's conditions at
Mecklenburg.

Roanoke College imposes
new alcohol policy
SALEM (AP) — Roanoke College is instituting
new policies designed to limit students' drinking in
the wake of the alcohol-related death of a student
four months ago.
The new rules are not intended "to stop
students from drinking, but to get them drinking
responsibly," said Mac Johnson, the school's vice
president for student affairs.
Among the changes announced by college President Norman D. Fintel is the elimination of keg
beer on campus with the exception of the Cavern,
the student pub that now serves food, beer and
wine. Non-alcoholic beverages must be available
at all functions where alcohol is served, Fintel added.
Fintel appointed a 20-member panel of students
and faculty to study alcohol use at the college after
Tracey Ann O'Keefe, 20, fell to her death from a
-y^

second-floor dormitory window following a night
of partying in October.
College officials blamed the accident on
alcohol.

Senate committee bill
is worthless, sponsor says

a

RICHMOND (AP) — A House-passed abortion bill was so completely diluted by a Senate
committee Tuesday that its sponsor said the end
result is worthless.
"It makes a four-page bill amount to zero. It
means nothing," said Del. Ted Morrison.
As it passed the House the bill would have required unmarried pregnant girls under (he age of
18 to have either the consent of a parent or a judge
before having an abortion.
A second version was offered by Sen. Dudley
Emick who said abortion is primarily a medical
matter. He urged that judicial consent be
eliminated and that the bill require the girl to
receive information about abortion from a doctor
not associated with an abortion clinic.
Emick's amendment was approved by the mmittee 8-6 and the bill was sent to the Senate floor
in that form 9-6.

